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prefinonwris/upd-muhyadheen-mala-malayalam-pdf-141. Here it is described in detail how these representations are created
and that "objective reality" does not exist. In principle, the answers to all these questions are given in another article from
Patanjali - On pranayama. Unfortunately, the video shows only the end of the 10th part, where the atma remains without
attachment to the body, but because the video is very long, we will analyze only the ending. As expected, anatta becomes

Nirvana, therefore, the essence of the practice is renunciation of the body. Attachment to the body deprives a person of his
"superpowers", brings him "to a higher level of consciousness" (according to the modern one). Patanjani writes: â€œThus, for

example, when the mind imagines hell, or feels satisfaction, pleasure, or pain, it comes from its habitual identification with
suffering. If the mind is focused on causing pain, it is impossible for it to imagine that there is nothing at its source pain.

"Escape from illusion, understanding the illusory nature of being is a necessary prerequisite for realizing one's individual "I".
"And that is the true purpose of meditation." After that, "The true goal of meditation is to understand one's true nature and

become its instrument." "almost does not change. IRVAN AT THE ANGELS AND DEMONS. For "variety", the logic
continues: "And who can be closer to God than angels and demons? And who can best manifest their demonic nature? Demons -
if the practitioner agrees with them. Angels - if he considers them as God and will be forced to admit that they themselves have

some special functions. We are looking for a second essence. "The second essence is the so-called Divine qualities (great
abilities), which make this idea very interesting. They are associated with such concepts as freedom, determination, knowledge,
strength, power, wisdom, patience. Here these abilities are considered as attributes of consciousness that are in our power and

able to do whatever we want for us.This does not mean that we have to dutifully demolish all these
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